Histidine 190-D1 and glutamate 189-D1 provide structural stabilization in photosystem II.
In photosynthesis, photosystem II (PSII) conducts the light-driven oxidation of water to oxygen. Tyrosine Z is Tyr 161 of the D1 polypeptide; Z acts as an intermediary electron carrier in water oxidation. In this report, EPR spectroscopy was used to study the effect of His 190 and Glu 189 on Z* yield and reduction kinetics. Neither mutation has a significant impact on the EPR line shape of Z*. At room temperature and pH 7.5, the E189Q-D1 mutation has a single turnover Z* yield that is 84% compared to wild-type. The H190Q-D1 mutation decreases the Z* yield at room temperature by a factor of 2.6 but has a more modest effect (factor of 1.6) at -10 degrees C. The temperature dependence is shown to be primarily reversible. Neither mutation has a dramatic effect on Z* decay kinetics. The Z* minus Z FT-IR spectrum, recorded at pH 7.5 on H190Q, reveals perturbations, including an increased spectral contribution from a PSII chlorophyll. The Z* minus Z FT-IR spectrum, recorded at pH 7.5 on E189Q, shows perturbations, including a decreased contribution from the carboxylate side chain of a glutamate or aspartate. Temperature-dependent changes in H190Q-D1 and E189Q-D1 Z. yield are attributed to a reversible conformational change, which alters the electron-transfer rate from Z to P(680)(+). On the basis of these results, we conclude that H190 and E189 play a role in the structural stabilization of PSII. We postulate that some or all of the phenotypic changes observed in H190Q and E189Q mutants may be caused by structural alterations in PSII.